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Veggietales sumo of the opera

Watch Source Notes Share Music by Kurt Heinecke Distributor Sony Wonder(Mass Market)Word Entertainment (Christian Market) Released August 31, 2004 Running time 49 min Previous episode A Snoodle's Tale Next episode Duke and the opera's great pie war sumo is the third twentieth installment of VeggieTales.
The main story is a parody of Rocky and the Karate Kid, with music drawn mostly from Gilbert and Sullivan's Mikado. Bob opens the plot he's all alone on the counter, congratulating the kids again, before explaining to viewers that Larry is helping some kids on the drive of driving a plot, but he further explains that Larry
hired a special friend to replace him while he's away. We are then introduced to Larry's replacement, a lovely tiny cucumber caress (played by a hand puppet operated by Khalil the Caterpillar, of course). When Bob tells Lutfi to say hello to the kids, Lutfi does it, explaining that he's kind and friendly, not to mention tiny.
Bob tells Lutfi that since Larry's not here, he'll help with the show, which Lutfi agrees with, and explains that even though he's tiny, he could be a big helper. The phone rings so Bob goes to answer him, and asks Lutfi to cover it up, which Lulfy does by humming over and over again. Turns out Larry called, so Bob put him
on speaker before Larry asked who was buzzing. When Lonfi turns himself in, Larry tells Lutfi he may be tiny, but he's a big helper. Bob tells Larry that he told the kids about Larry's volunteer work before Larry tells him he's not doing it and that they used to come home because all day was a big mess, that Bob was
curious about. Larry explains then that he got on the bus, but he missed his stop because he ran out of coins, so he had to take the subway, so now he's calling a pay phone on the subway line, saying he's giving up and coming home. Then Bob tells Larry he can't just give up now, tells him he has to persevere to get to
the toy drive. When Larry asks what it means to persevere, Bob replies that perseverance means we have to keep going, even when it's hard. Larry says he's down to three-quarters on the pay phone. Of course, Lutfi knows about a story that could help Larry. Going upstairs! (Click here to see more on the section)
Surface the part 2 counter back on the counter, Larry asks over the phone if they're going to start the story soon, with Bob telling him it was a silent movie. When Lonfi says it was loud, Bob angrily asks Lutfi how Larry should know what happened because he's on the phone, which Lulfy replies he didn't think of it. Larry
says he only has two quarters left on his phone. Because of this, Bob needs to find another story about perseverance, while Lutfi covers Bob again, Once again. Counter Part 3 Lutfi asks Bob if he's found a story yet, which Bob answers not yet, before telling Lutfi to keep cover for him. Fortunately, Lutfi knows exactly the
thing, before he announces and now it's time for Lutfi's fantasy flannelgrapher, the part of the show where Lutfi steps out with his fantasy flannelgrapher and an important lesson number. Lutfi arrives wearing a green bowling cap and holding clover, telling viewers he will tell them the origin story of St Patrick's Day. The
Story of St. Patrick (click here to see more on the segment) Countertop Part 4 After Lutfi finishes this story, Bob returns, explaining that he finally got a story to help Larry. Larry asks Bob if he heard the St. Patrick story, which Bob says he didn't. Larry says he's got a quarter left before Bev tells him to hold on and then
says, Roll movie! At a sumo wrestling arena, a group consisting of seven rocky carrots sing about being Wrestlers of Japan, before a wrestler named Apollo Gourd performs. Apollo Gold takes on Scooter Carrot, who is trying to push against him, but to no avail. Apollo performed his commercial wrestling move, called his
belly ringing, which involves him jumping into the air, landing in front of his opponent, then giving the opponent a belly bump, which knocks his opponent out of the ring. Apollo Gold does just that to Scooter, knocking Scooter out of the ring, while Apollo spews a winning laugh afterwards. Sports athlete Jim Gordy (played
by Jimmy Jimmy Redd), accompanied by his own imager (played by Jerry Jerry Gould), approaches Apollo Gold, tells him about the championship game to celebrate the Year of the Onion, and asks him to comment on his opponent Po-Ta-Tae. Apollo replies that he has a haiku for Po-Ta-Tao, who says there's no way
Po-Ta-Tao will stay in the game and will uppon when I give him a belly ring. After Apollo finishes this hicco, Jim claims it wasn't a real haiku, which the photographer agrees with. A mysterious wrestler appears and enters the ring with pooh-ta-tau, causing pooh-tae to laugh with his stupid hijinks. Jim is able to identify this
wrestler as an Italian green shadow (played by Larry the cucumber). When the photographer asks how this cucumber got named like Italian green onions, Jim explains via silk screen that the Italian rib got its name made by green onions, then grows up thinking it's a green onion. When the photographer says it doesn't
make sense, Jim replies that he does, says that a green onion rhymes with five words and that 'Italian' was the catchiest, before the photographer corrects it, and says the silk mass doesn't make sense. Archibald appears and explains on the silk screen afterwards. The Italian onion then hangs a spoon on Huff, whose
pho-ta-t-thu is really funny, while his coach Mikey (played by Fa Griff) tells him to stop laughing and be scheduled for training with the Italian onions. At that moment, Bobby (played by Tomato Bob) shows up, asks Mikey if he has a period, to Mikey telling him to help himself. Bobby starts rummaging through the recycling
bin at the same time that the Italian rib is now wearing a pair of funny glasses and making Poe laugh even more. Bobby finds a banana peel in the recycling bin before throwing it into the ring, before the Italian rib slides on it, sending it slazing off the side of the ring before it binds as a result. It makes Poe laugh even
more before he suddenly slides backwards after stepping on the banana peel and falling into the recycling bin, before saying Bhaiko, oh my sore back, can also call an employee's comp, it's thrown again. Jim says, now it's Haiku, before Archibald reappears, explaining that Haiku is a song of three houses, with the first
and third verse having five syllables and the second verse having seven syllables. Mikey then angrily tells Italian Salione that he is supposed to help Poe train, not give him a sprain, that the Italian slion apologizes to him, and nothing just laughs. The Italian onion sings about how he likes to joke while he's in the ring.
After the Italian rib finishes this song, Mikey tells him to sit down, even though he ends up sitting on a fart cushion placed on the stool he was sitting on. Mikey renounces that the Italian has always joked, telling him he wants to be a sumo but gave up once it got tough, another telling Italian Sallyon that he doesn't have the
guts, or rather doesn't have a stomach, because he's thin, before telling him he's not finishing anything. The Italian Sloan tells Mikey to tell him one thing he's not finishing, before his friend Hadrian (played by Junior Asparagus) shows up, asking the Italian onion if he's finished fixing his bike already because he needs it
for his paper track. The Italian onions are at a loss before Mickey shows him a very long list of things he never finishes. Pooh was married after being hit in the back. When Apollo hears that Po-Ta-Tao has been hit, he demands to know who did it, before the Italian rib tells him it was an accident. Jim asks Apollo who he'll
wrestle to win the championship and the prize that goes with it. The prize for winning the championship turns out to be a bike known as a Tiger bike, which Hadrian really likes. Apollo then says he wants the championship and is equal he doesn't care about the prize, while the Italian Sally declares he won't have to finish
fixing Hadrian's bike if he wins the bike. You're the... Scallion then says he will take it, which French peas think is a joke for Scallion to wrestle Apollo before Scallion says he is talking about the bike. Apollo then says another haiku, in the year of the onion, how about a battle with the Italian onion? Jim points out that Apollo
was only turned off by two syllables. Mikey then says Apollo is way out of Scallion's lead, with Scallion replying that he knocked Po-Ta-To out of the ring, to Mikey responding that he slipped on a banana peel. Scallion says it was his fault and he owes it to Poe then tells Mikey to tell Poe that he's taking his place. The
French peas start laughing at the Italian onion aspect in front of Apollo Gord, before Jim tells Saliun he's fun. Bessley then says he's really going to wrestle Apollo and he accepts the challenge. The wrestlers' singers perform and sing about how the Italian onion took up the challenge. Mikey then asks Skolyon why he's
doing it, and Scalyon tells him he owes it to Poe and nothing more, and he needs the bike, which they owe to Hadrian. Mikey protests that Apollo is the champion and that no one stays with him in the ring for more than eight seconds before Scalion tells him there's always the first time. Mikey tells Sallyon he's only got
two weeks to practice, before Scalion tells him he can help him by being his coach, something Mickey hesitates about, before finally agreeing to coach Onion for the game, but tells Sallyon he has to do whatever he tells him, which Scalion says he'll promise to do. Scalion's training soon began, which includes him wiping
the floor, crushing aluminum cans with each jump (but eventually falling into a sewer opening in the process), trying to eat more, climbing up the escalator (which sheds him getting hit on the head by a squawking old lady's stick (played by Grandma Gourd) and trying to suffer getting hit by bags of recycling in the center in
the meantime. Apollo asks the French peas if everything is set for his victory party, to which the French peas respond that they are, before asking him if he intends to train for the game, but Apollo says that Scalion is a light tilf and that he can beat him in his sleep before the wrestling line-up shows up and sings about
Apollo not training for the game. Scallion is now doing bloodcells as part of his training, but he discovers that training is difficult, before Mikey shows him a picture of when he used to be a wrestler named Mr Juicy, admitting that he joked around even when he was younger and didn't take anything serious. Mikey then says
you have to hold on even when it's hard, before you show Sallyon a picture of himself a wrestler now known as Alexander the Grape, champion of sumo the great three Running, before his knee injury (which confuses the roast). Mikey then explains that there are a lot of reasons to quit, but not because they're hard, and
that God gives us a lot of things to do that are hard. So in a bemoaning cellulet that doesn't have what it takes to be a sumo wrestler, which is why he's always toying around, the only thing he's good at. Because of this, Scallion decides to stop, before Mikey then jumps in shame afterwards. Later, while still on the streets,
Scallion then met with Hadrian who wears a green onion headgeener on his head as Scallion wears. Hadrian asks Skolyon why he doesn't train, Skolyon says he doesn't know, before asking about the headgear Adrianus wears, before Hadrian replies that it's a green onion headgear he made to display and tell, and says
it feels great to finish it and show it to everyone. The cellophane then says despondently that he never finished all his Show and Tell projects, before asking Hadrian if it was difficult, what Hadrian replies it was, but says that if Scallion can stick to something, so can he. After hearing these lyrics, Scallion realized that
Hadrian would really be willing to stick to anything, just as the wrestler singers then appear to sing about how while sumo's work is hard, you must always keep up without stopping. After the song ends, a pair of carrots pass by, asking Scallion if he's resigned or if he's waiting until he gets in the ring with Apollo. Because
of this, Scallion is now inspired to continue with his training. This time, Scallion is able to continue with his training, going up the escalator below but is able to get past the rock lady without any problems. Scallion then continues with his outer-butt subordinates again afterwards, is able to crush more aluminum cans with
each hop, and is able to suffer being hit by bags of cycles, which causes one of the bags to explode after a few seconds. Scallion is also able to have seconds and thirds of sushi, which tires out the chef (played by Mr. Lynette), before he also returns to smash more aluminum cans, wipe the floor, and walk down escalator
past the more civilians have climbed the escalator. Once Scalion has finished his training, he confidently declares it's time. Soon, it's time for the wrestling match between Italian Scallion and Apollo Gord, when Jim Gordy will act as an MC for the game. After Apollo tells Sallyon he's going to bounce him out, Scallion
answers with you about it, before the game starts, as Apollo then starts by pushing Scallion out of the ring, before he uses his Ringer belly move. However, when he pulls the move on Scallion, it has no effect, which leaves Apollo stunned by the impact of his move and has a backfired. After Apollo gets away with it,
Skylion looks at Tiger by bike before returning His own belly bump that leaves Apollo shaken. With Apollo all shaken up, it gives Scallion a chance to use the moves that Mikey taught him, such as wiping the floor and going up the escalator below, with Scallion pushing Apollo towards the edge of the ring. However, Apollo



rises again when he and Sallyon face off again, something Jim finds unacceptable. Apollo pushes Sculion towards the edge of the ring, but the result is that they both fall from the ring before hitting the ground. The game was over, with Jim declaring it was a draw, stating apollo was still the champion, before realing no
one had ever lasted more than eight seconds against Apollo Gold. Citizens then approach Sallyon, praising him for lasting longer than anyone else in the ring, with Skolyon proud of himself for finishing what he started before he started singing about how the feeling of finishing makes him feel good before everyone sings
as well. After the song's over, the story seems to be over, but Jim tells viewers the story isn't over yet. Because of this, Scallion then approaches Adrian, telling him that even though he didn't win a Tiger bike, they gave him the bell that came with the bike, before telling Hadrian that since he was going to be finishing from
now on, he put Hadrian's bike back together, which Hadrian was happy about. When he closes the counter back on the counter, Bob asks Larry what he thinks of the story, before we hear a dial tone, which Bob is worried about, and thinks Larry will never understand hearing the story. Larry shows up, that Bev is happy
to see before he asks Larry about the kids and that I don't know how much of the story Larry heard, but Larry assured him that he pretty much heard the whole thing, and then says he ran out of quarters before the end, but managed to get to the TV drive. He then further explains that they handed out toys, which were
sandwich lake, and snouted, and declared it amazing. Bob says when he heard the busy signal, he thought Larry gave up, but Larry told him he went back to the subway, got on the bus, jumped another three blocks, and did it there. Bob is amazed to hear this story, before asking Larry to talk about what they learned
today, before a sumo version of the song What We Learned plays, but Cowarty steams up before it breaks, which surprises Bob and Larry, asks Cowarty if he's ok, but he can't react without electricity before Lopi pops up, and says he fits into small places before Bob, in shock I'll tell him he killed Quarty, but Lutfi denies
it, says he only got Warty to eject and smoke, before Bev says they need to fix Quarty and that they need a verse. The rest of the song, then brings up the verse on a cardboard sign, which is, you have to persevere so that when you do God's will, you get what he promised. Hebrews 10:36. Larry praises Lutfi for the verse
before Bev tells him god wants us to persevere, we'll continue, even when it's hard. Next, Bob, Larry and Lottie sign when the episode ends. Main characters and fun working secondary songs are removed and never give up anything. If you want to achieve something, you have to persevere. Spring Roll Explanations is a
rolled-up Asian appetizer. It resembles an acherol, but the wrapper is made from flour dough. Onions think he should drink raw eggs is a reference to the 1976 film Rocky (which this episode often dissolves; see References to the Real World), in which Rocky Balboa does drink raw eggs as a quick form of protein. Trivia
The name of the video is a play on the novel Phantom of the Opera. The mask of the Italian Scallion is also a possible reference to Eric's mask in this story. This is the only episode of VeggieTales that has more than two sections (three if you count the stupid song). Larry's problem with getting to a sea drive is based on
Mike's experience when he was in Chicago before trying to help with Cannon's driving drive, though unlike Larry, Mike had no problems getting there. This is the first episode released by Sony Wonder. It's also the first time Qwerty has broken down. So you see, God is like a shamrock. During the scene where St Patrick
preached to the people of Ireland, the audience is actually animated versions of the crew in a great idea (see picture) when it aired on a child's smile, both the main story and the mentions of it were removed (this included the first half of the song What We Learned). But the main story was included in separate broadcasts.
The numbered bus lines Larry mentioned after he returned are real bus routes in Chicago. There were some differences between pre-production and the final version: Brian Roberts declares there was a Jerry Lewis joke after Mwynne and the ship's crew landed in France, but it was cut due to time. There was a line after
Hadrian asks if his bike was finished, Scallion says Hugh, Hadrian, knows why the kid crossed the playground? to get to the second slide. Do you understand that? It's absent in the finals. The scene of Apollo Gord saying he didn't have to practice was after Scallion ate at a sushi restaurant. However, he was pushed after
the first practice at the recycling center. Originally on the storyboards and concept art, it was going to be a whole new model for a sushi chef. It must have been Hope Sik, mentioned in Little Joe's Ballad. After the first practice at the recycling center, it was supposed to be a night, and it shows Hadrian throwing a
newspaper. After the audience writes, the script has Mikey, Bobby, Jim Jim Jorley says. However, in the final version, it was just Jim saying wait friends! The story's not over yet! At the end of the show, Lutfi exposed himself as a flute. It was brought to classes from the symmebar drawer. The pieces used by St Patrick
were made by Joe Spadford and Chuck Vollmar, while Brian Roberts did the animation. Going upstairs! And St. Patrick's story also appeared in lessons from the sully drawer. Polka from school also appeared on Sing-Alongs: Do the Moo Shoo. Going upstairs! And Polka from school also appeared in the TV episode
Bullying Troubles. This episode appears in sick children growing up!. The sound effects used by Scooter after Apollo defeated him are a combination of chattering teeth and a jackhammer. It's the only chapter in Vietnamese narration not to use the slightly non-religious cut in foreign dubs, apart from the other episodes
before Shirlock Holmes and The Golden Master that use a non-religious cut in some foreign dabbies. Some fourth wall breaks have been made, such as: Mavin interrupts Lutfi while he tells the story. Archibald pops up and explains what the silk screen is made of and what heiko is. A rib looks at the crowd as Mikey
declares he's injured in the knee. Given that Mwynne is in England, Münster Church should have used the term football. However, it was confusing for American kids watching the show. While it may seem wrong that St. Patrick refers to God as three people (rather than people), this word is often used in theology to refer
to the Holy Trinity. A half-second flash flare occurred when Ajim Gurley explained to Jerry about Skolyon's history. One of the rules of sumo wrestling is that if a sea part of your body other than your legs touches the skirt, you lose. If that's the case, when Apollo Gold passed out dizzy, shouldn't Skolyon have won? On the
other hand, vegetables don't have legs, so they probably don't apply to that rule. Bus 92 is the route Larry took to get to Sea Drive. If you look at the CTA, it takes you to Foster, which was the original location of a great idea. In the previews section, the complete stupid collection of songs appears as a DVD collection of a
silly song. The mall's concept art was the Big Idea logo in English, but it's in Japanese in the final. I owe it to Poe. And I need that bike. I owe it to Hadrian. The horns on Apollo's helmet clamp through the black before he enters the room. In some parts of St. Patrick's, some of Movin's body disgouts are sometimes cut off.
The bearded sailor exchanges votes with the other sailor after they cooked pork. The mall's concept art was the Big Idea logo in English, but it's in Japanese in the park itself. (See also comments) Scallion missing his tooth in a few shots: One looks when he tells Mikey he owes it Another one can be seen in a millisecond
when Mikey asks him why he wants to deal with Apollo. Lip syncing is off in parts. Within references in concept art, Scooter's character was Moyer. If you look closely at the news article about Alexander, you can see the word Jonah. Mr. Lynette's chef costume is a different version of his costume from Little Joe's ballad.
Lutfi declares that we simply believe that the Irish people speak English and mainly refer to the alien species that speak mostly English, especially in the original series. This is a common joke, although it is explained in the universe that the team has universal translators who turn foreign languages into English. The title is
a reference to the Phantom of the Opera. The small pile of rocks that Ivan dropped is a miniature version of Stonehenge. Because it's a fake of Rocky and Karate Kid, a lot of references and references have been used, including: Larry's character, Italian Scallion is the bespoaked name of rocky Balboa's nickname, the
Italian stallion. Mikey is a combination of Mickey and Miyagi, the two mentors from the movies. Hadrian's name is a forgery of Adrian, Rocky's love and his later wife. The repeated sentence Hugh Hadrian refers to rocky Liu Adrian's famous call!. Some of the scenes of green onion training (puncturing the Can bags and
running up the escalator) resemble the training montages Rocky does. The seemingly ridiculous nature of their coaching techniques and benefit in the final battle is a major plot point in the Karate Kid. The illustrator of Mikey's photos is Danny Lerosso. It was the main character from the Karate Kid movies. Eye of the
Tiger (Eye of the Tiger) is the title of a song by Survivor, used by Rocky 3. Pooh-Tato is a fake about actor Mr. T, who is famous for saying I feel sorry for the fool!. He was also known as Clubber Lang from the third Rocky movie. E.S.N. (Emperor's Sports Network) is a play on words for ESPN (Entertainment and Sports
Network Programming). When Jimmy Gordy explains the back story of the Italian onion, a picture of Larry on the silk screen has a sketch of him wearing a shirt similar to Charlie Brown's distinctive peanut top. The Mikado Mall is named after gilbert's operetta and sullivan the mikado, from which many of the songs in the
show take their angsts (e.g. Sumo I Joke and Wand Singer 1). Some of the stores there play on the lyrics of real stores, such as: Origami-R-Us (Toys R Us) Secrret's Samurai (Victoria's Secret) The Ghost Colors is the title of a song from Disney's Pocahontas. S.S. Minnow is the ship's name from Gilligan's Island.
Alexander the Grape is a play about words for The King of Macedon, Alexander the Great. Fast-forward other languages اراا را  را   (Arabic) (sumo from the opera) 相撲之戰 (Sumo Battle) Sumopinopara (Finnish) (Somofin opera) Der Sumo-Star (German) (Sumo Star) Unknown (Hungarian) Unknown (Korean) (Subtitle
Only) Trap Opp! What are you doing here? (same translation) Sumô da Ôpera (Portugeuse) (Brazil) (same translation) Sumo de la Opera (Spanish to Latin) (same translation) Слмо Овер (Russian) (sumo of the opera) unknown (Taiwanese) Võ sơ sumo (Vietamese) (sumo boxers) Chapter transcription of community
content available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Specify.
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